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Abstract

Duchenne in 1855 described the gradually descending variety of FSHD with extension of the weakness from the facial, shoulder girdle and upper arm muscles with subsequent involvement of the trunk, pelvic girdle and thigh muscles. Later, Erb in 1882 and Landouzy – Dejerine in 1884 described another variety of MD in which after weakness of the facial and shoulder-girdle muscles the peroneal group (anterior tibial) was involved (descending with a “jump” variety). Davidenkov in 1962 confirmed the existence of this very special type of MD. We studied 142 patients from 21 autosomal dominant families with this very special MD using needle EMG, motor and sensory nerve conduction velocities, muscle biopsy, CT and MR of muscles. The new name of the disease was offered – “facio-scapulo-limb muscular dystrophy, type 2 (FSLD2) with initial facioscapuloperoneal or (facio) scapuloperoneal phenotypes”. Among the observed cases we did not come across any having the autosomal dominant gradually descending variety of FSHD called “facio-scapulo-limb muscular dystrophy, type 1 (FSLD1) with initial facioscapulohumoral phenotype”. Molecular genetic analysis of 12 Russian AD FSLD2 families in 35 affected members showed the probe p13E-11 detected EcoRI/BlnI of DNA Fragments Size (DFS) between 13 kb - 35 kb cosegregated with the disease and linked with 4q35. Data show that FSLD2 is a very special type of MD with “hard” static and dynamic patterns of muscle involvement, with a mild course of the disease and slight/severe affection of the facial muscles. We suppose that the detected DFS cannot be the criterion for establishing the genetic heterogeneity of FSHD and for confirmation the existing of FSLD1 and FSLD2 as a nosological entity.
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Introduction

Ph: Phenotypes; FS: Facioscapular; FSP: Facioscapuloperoneal; FSPF: Facio-Scapulo-Peroneal-Femoral (posterior group of the muscles); FSPFG: Facio-Scapulo-Peroneal-Femoro-Gluteal (gluteus maximus muscle); FSPFGH: Facio-Scapulo-Peroneal-Femoro-Gluteo-Humeral (biceps brachii muscle); FSPH: Facio-Scapulo-Peroneal-Humeral; FSPFPG: Facio-Scapulo-Peroneal-Humero-Femoro-Gluteal; FSPGF: Facio-Scapulo-Peroneal-Gluteo-Femoral; SD: Severe Degree of the Disease; MeDD: Moderate Degree of the Disease; MDD: Mild Degree of the Disease; Pr: Presymptomatic; DS: Disease Severity of the Disease; DLWD (LD): Daily-Life Work Disability; №: Number of Family; DFS: DNA Fragment Size; Kb: Kilobases; № in pedigree; A: Age of Examination; A reexam: Age of Reexamination; D yr: Duration (years) of the Disease before Re-examination; h: Data from Case History

Data on the nosological place of the Facioscapuloperoneal Muscular Dystrophy (FSPD) and its relationship with Facioscapulohumeral Muscular dystrophy (FSHD) are extremely controversial. Some authors suppose that FSPD or (F)SPD is probably a variant of FSHD, and others that FSPD or (F)SPD is probably an independent form of muscular dystrophy [1,2].
Our investigations allow suggesting that FSHD is a heterogeneous form of muscular dystrophy [3-22]. The best name for it is “facioscapulolimb muscular dystrophy (FSLD)” [3-7]. On the historical and clinical data FSLD may be divided into two nosological entities, namely

1. Facioscapulolimb muscular dystrophy, type 1 (FSLD1), a gradually descending one with initial facio-scapulo-humeral phenotype; DFS: less than 38 kb; at 4q35; autosomal dominant (Duchenne de Bouligne).

2. Facioscapulolimb muscular dystrophy, type 2 (FSLD2), a descending with a “jump”, with initial facio-scapulo-peroneal or (facio)-scapulo-peroneal phenotypes; DFS: 13 to 35 kb (or equal 37 kb); at 4q35; autosomal dominant (Erb, Landouzy and Dejerine).

**Historical Study**

Many neurologists over a very long time (more than 100 years) hold the opinion that the famous discussion taken place between Erb and Landouzy – Dejerine in 1886-1891 was a pointless argument about priority in describing the disease, which Duchenne recognized and described in 1855.

It is difficult to imagine why Erb, Dejerine and Landouzy the great authorities in the myopathies had pointless arguments on the priority of describing a disease (FSHD) which Duchenne had described many years before, and they knew very well about this [23-27].

Analysis of the medical literature shows that Erb and Landouzy-Dejerine themselves saw the clinical heterogeneity of the FSHD patients then examined.

It is quite possible the idea of clinical heterogeneity of FSHD was one of main reasons why heated discussion arose between Erb and Landouzy-Dejerine concerning the priority in describing FSHD [9,11,15,16,20].

Analysis of case histories and scientific published from 1874 to 1891 by Landouzy, Landouzy - Dejerine and Erb showed that these physicians admitted the priority of Duchenne in the description of the FSHD (a gradually descending variety – author’s note) in 1855-1868 under the name Progressive Fatty Muscular Atrophy of Childhood (PMACH) [23-27]. The famous discussion between Erb and Landouzy-Dejerine dealt with the priority of recognition and description of another variant of muscular dystrophy (a descending variety with a “jump” – author’s note) in which, after involvement of the face and shoulder girdle muscles, the myодystrophic process “jump” to the peroneal group of the muscles, especially the anterior tibial [11,20].

It is necessary to confess that in the FSHD casuistry of Duchenne there were no cases with affection of the peroneal group muscles.

A new names [Facio-Scapulo-Humeral (FISH) type and Juvenile Shoulder-Girdle (JSG) form] were formed by Landouzy and Dejerine in France, and by Erb in Germany, respectively, for this very special variety (a descending with a “jump”) of muscular dystrophy. However, this variety was not differentiated from the gradually descending dystrophy (PMACH) of Duchenne. As a result of this, it happened that PMACH of Duchenne (a gradually descending variety) and JSG form of Erb (a descending variety with a “jump”) were “absorbed” into the FSH type of Landouzy and Dejerine. Thus, it happened so that two various myopathies with different sequences of muscle affections were united into one group, now called FSHD.

Many years later in 1962 Davidenko confirmed the existence of this very special type of muscular dystrophy (a descending variety with a “jump”) as a nosological entity which differs greatly from the classical FSHD [28]. He called this disease “scapulo-peroneal amyotrophy”.

An analysis of Davidenko’s published works shows that his idea of the nosology of scapuloperoneal amyotrophy changed with the passage of time [28].

Up to 1934 Davidenko considered scapuloperoneal amyotrophy to be an atypical form of the neural amyotrophy of Charcot-Marie-Tooth. Since 1935 Davidenko has argued “scapuloperoneal amyotrophy was probably an independent disease with the features of both Charcot-Marie-Tooth amyotrophy and Landouzy-Dejerine myopathy but significantly closer to the latter”. In 1962, when some patients were investigated with surface EMG and muscle biopsy and with his own new hereditary observations and critical analysis of some autosomal dominant families with scapuloperoneal amyotrophy described earlier by him, Davidenko wrote: “scapuloperoneal amyotrophy cannot be considered a variant of the neural amyotrophy of Charcot-Marie-Tooth. It is a well outlined, peculiar form which belongs to a combined group of myopathies and approaches mostly to the myopathy of Landouzy and Dejerine, although it has some features that differ substantially both from the classical myopathy Landouzy - Dejerine and from the other variants of myopathy” [28].

In this manner Davidenko isolated the (facio) scapuloperoneal type of muscular dystrophy as an independent nosological entity.

Our studies re-analyzed the material concerning some probands and their relatives whom Davidenko has examined as patients with scapuloperoneal amyotrophy by detailed analysis of the pattern of muscle involvement at different stages of the disease, using needle EMG, motor and sensory nerve conduction velocities, muscle biopsy, CT and MR of muscles and DNA analysis [3-7,10,17-19,21]. This confirmed Davidenko’s view of the nosological independence of this form of muscular dystrophy.

At present we prefer to call this disease "facioscapulolimb muscular dystrophy, type 2 (FSLD2), a descending with a “jump”, with initial facio-scapulo-peroneal or (facio)-scapulo-peroneal phenotypes; DFS: 13 to 35 kb (or equal 37 kb) at 4q35; autosomal dominant"; the short name is: facioscapulolimb muscular dystrophy*.
descending variety or the descending one with a "jump") occurred in each family. The spreading of the muscular weakness in the members of the same kindred did not overstep the limits of the type of development of the disease. It was noted that the families which had one or another type of disease belonged to the population of different geographical regions. Genealogical analysis of 62 families suggests the existence of clinical and genetic heterogeneity in FSLD.

This idea was confirmed in our next work [10]. In 142 patients from 21 autosomal dominant pedigrees and three families including five “sporadic” cases, the phenotypes of muscle weakness at the different stages of the disease were established. Six pedigrees (24 patients) were reexamined after 24 years. Great similarity of clinical manifestation among those affected was noted. The clinical variability of the phenotypes was always close to the final phenotype of the disease, namely the facio-scalpulo-peroneal-femoro (posterior group of muscles) - gluteal (gluteus maximus) - humeral (biceps brachii, not always weakened).

Thus, the clinically and genetically homogeneous group of patients with autosomal dominant of the descending with a “jump” type of muscular dystrophy was examined. We did not come across any patients having the autosomal dominant gradually descending type of muscular dystrophy, in which the pelvic girdle and thigh muscles weaken earlier than the anterior tibial muscles. We could not reveal the “pure” facioscapulohumeral phenotype of muscle weakness in 142 examined patients. On the other hand the scapuloperoneal phenotype with slight or minimal (or more rarely without) affection of mimic muscles is just in the early phase of descending with a “jump” type of muscular dystrophy.

Molecular genetic analysis (17-19, 21) of 13 Russian AD FSLD2 families in 41 affected members showed the probe p13E-11 detected EcoRI/BlnI of DNA Fragment Size (DFS) between 13 kb to 35 kb cosegregated with the disease and linked with 4q35. In 10 families DFS were less than 28 kb in all 28 patients [22 symptomatic and six presymptomatic (Pr)] and in two other families (№ 17 and № 24 with three symptomatic and two Pr) DFS were 32 and 35 kb, respectively. Within each family the disease is cosegregated usually with constant DFS, which was being transmitted from generation to generation. However, in F.5 and F.19 with DFS of 22 and 17 kb two Pr patients (without double restriction) had a DFS of 37 and 32 kb, respectively. As a rule, DFS differed between different families, excluding the five one in which DFS was similar.

The clinical study of 12 AD FSLD2 families with the same or different DFS ranging between 13 kb to 35 kb showed the similar variability of phenotypes (the static muscle pattern), the Severity of the Disease (SD) and daily-life work disability (LD) within and between families [19]. We did not find any relationship between DFS and dynamic changes after 24 to 28 years of the phenotype (the dynamic muscle pattern), SD and LD of seven patients belonging both to the same family and to the different ones 19). Statistical analysis, parametric and non-parametric, did not reveal a significant correlation between DFS and the phenotypes, DFS and age at onset of the disease, DFS and SD, DFS and LD [18,22].

The disease began with weakness (in different degree) of the facial and shoulder girdle muscles with subsequent involvement of the peroneal group (anterior tibial), proximal parts of the lower limb (posterior group of the thigh), pelvic girdle (gluteus maximus) and not always the upper arm (biceps brachii) muscles. In 21 of 25 symptomatic patients the biceps brachii muscles were preserved (11 men) or were weakened in a slight degree only on one side (10 men). As a rule, in all patients showed a different degree of atrophy of the stern costal part of pectoral, brachioradial and latissimus dorsi muscles.

The distribution of muscle weakness in the members of the families did not overstep the limits of the descending with a “jump” type of the development of the disease. In most patients the FSP or the (F)SP phenotypes predominated in the clinical picture at different stages of the disease. The clinical variability of phenotypes, within and between families, reflecting various stages of the disease was as a rule within the limits of the identical final phenotype, namely the facio-scalpulo-peroneal-femoro (posterior group of muscles)-gluteal (gluteus maximus)-humeral (biceps brachii, often spared or slight affected).

Discussion

Data show that FSLD2 is a very special type of MD with “hard” static and dynamic patterns of muscle involvement, with a mild course of the disease and slight/severe and usually asymmetrical affection of the isolated facial muscles. The probe p13E-11 can be used for detecting DFS between 13-35 kb (or equal 37 kb) (double digestion) for FSLD2 which are assigned with chromosome 4q35.

However, in patients with classical FSHD the 4q35-linked EcoRI fragment detected by p13E-11 is usually shorter than 35 kb or equal 38 kb or shorter [1,2].

Thus FSLD2 was “absorbed” by FSHD again taking into consideration the DFS. Moreover, the sporadic scapuloperoneal forms of FSHD (if they exist) are associated with DFS ranging between 22 to 28 kb or between 28 to 35 kb (double digestion) at 4q35 [29,30].

That is why we suppose that the detected DFS cannot be the criterion for establishing the genetic heterogeneity of FSHD and for confirmation the existing of FSLD1 and FSLD2 as a nosological entity.

This problem can be solved after the identification of the FSHD genes and characterization of the gene products. However, the opinion exists that in unrelated patients carrying the same mutation may be seen a discordant phenotype [31,32].
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